This work introduces a highly modular derivation of fast non-blocking atomic commit protocols. Modularity is achieved by the use of consensus protocols as completely independent services. Fast decision is obtained by the use of consensus protocols that decide in one communication step in good scenarios. Two original non-blocking atomic commit protocols are presented. One of the presented protocols outperforms existing equivalent solutions that are based on the use of failure detectors. In the presence of a low resiliency rate, f ≤ 1, it behaves as the classical 2PC and 3PC, exhibiting the same message complexities. In the general case, when one considers the number of tolerated crashes as f < n/2, it exhibits a complexity of 2nf + 3n point to point messages. The best known algorithm exhibits a complexity of 4nf + 3n point to point messages. This work is supported by CNPQ/Brazil and by the cooperation project CAPES/COFECUB 497/05.
Introduction
The concept of transaction is used in distributed systems or databases to ensure consistent actions on distributed data. An atomic commit (AC) protocol is at the heart of a transactional system; such a protocol guarantees, in the presence of failures, the failure atomicity (also called all-or-nothing) property of the transaction: either every process commits or every process aborts. Of course, the outcome of a transaction depends on the local conditions at every process' site. When a process can locally make permanent the modifications to data (e.g. no concurrency control conflict has been detected), it reveals its intention by voting yes. The outcome of a transaction depends on the collected votes. If all processes vote yes, the outcome will be commit. Otherwise, the outcome will be abort.
The well-known two-phase commit protocol (2PC) [J78] is the simplest atomic commit protocol and the one that exhibits the best performance: three communication steps and 3n point to point messages are enough to commit. Unfortunately, in presence of faults, it blocks. A non-blocking protocol allows correct processes to take decisions even in the occurrence of faults. Three-Phase Commit protocols (3PC) [S81, KD95] are non-blocking, but, besides strong synchrony requirements, they exhibit a high latency to finish: five communication steps and 5n point to point messages.
The non-blocking atomic commit problem (NB-AC) belongs to the class of agreement problems where processes belonging to a same group have, from time to time, to reach an unanimous decision. A weak version of it, namely, nonblocking weak atomic commit (NB-WAC), can be solvable in an asynchronous model augmented with unreliable failure detectors [CT96, Gue95] . In this case, it can be reduced to a more basic problem, known as the consensus problem. The consensus is defined in terms of two primitives: propose and decide. Each process proposes an initial value and then executes a consensus algorithm till a unique value is decided. Protocols solving the atomic commit problem have been proposed from reductions to the consensus [GS95, R97, HT97, GLS96, GL04] . They are non-blocking and exhibit a lower latency than the 3PC protocols. Unfortunately, in these protocols, modularity competes with efficiency. The modular solutions require an important number of broadcasted messages to tolerate failures: O(n 2 ) [GS95, R97, HT97] . The best protocols exhibit a message complexity of O(nf ) messages [GLS96, GL04] , if one considers f as the maximum number of processes that may crash. To reach these good performances, they make use of ad-hoc protocols, where the consensus and the atomic commit are wrapped in an unique block in which protocols are inseparable.
The first contribution of this paper is the proposal of an elegant approach to design modular and efficient non-blocking atomic commit protocols. In our approach, an atomic commit protocol relies on a hyperfast consensus protocol that decides in one communication step in good scenarios. When good scenarios do not apply, the hyperfast consensus protocol makes use of an underlying consensus that allow it to terminate. In this general schema, consensus is used as a termination protocol for the atomic commit protocol only when necessary, in case of failures or erroneous suspicions. The main advantage of this approach is that, when certain good but realistic conditions are satisfied, an efficient solution to the consensus problem directly leads to fast atomic commit protocols. By fast, we mean algorithms that decide a transaction (abort or commit) as soon as possible. This happens when some process votes no (resulting in abort) or all processes vote yes and there are no failures or erroneous suspicions (resulting in commit).
From the proposed schema, we have derived two atomic commit protocols, namely AC-Set and AC-Value. AC-Set (respectively AC-Value) relies on a hyperfast consensus protocol, called Set-Consensus (respectively Val-Consensus). These two consensus have been proposed by one of the authors in [BGMR01, Gre02] . They introduce new consensus assumptions giving rise to hyperfast algorithms, that allow the learning of decided values within one communication step. This happens when a sufficient number of processes propose the same value for consensus. Recently [Lam04] , Lamport has pointed out the importance in studying and applying new pertinent consensus definitions as a way for breaking the limit on message delays for agreement problems. This article contributes to investigate this approach by the derivation of high-performance atomic commit protocols. Besides, it shows that the design of well structured protocols is compatible with high performance.
Thus, the second contribution of this paper is the proposal of atomic commit protocols that exhibit performances that equal or overcome those of ad-hoc protocols proposed so far. Both proposed protocols are as efficient as the (2PC) in terms of latency. They terminate after three communication steps in the absence of failures. Protocol AC-Set is more efficient than any other failure-detector based AC protocol published so far. It requires (2nf + 3n) messages (without a broadcast network) or (n + f + 2) messages (with a broadcast network) to commit. Thus, in presence of a low resiliency rate (f < 2), it is as efficient as 2PC and 3PC. The best known protocol, proposed by Guerraoui et al. [GLS96] requires (4nf + 3n) messages (without a broadcast network) or (n + 2f + 2) messages (with a broadcast network). Protocol AC-Value requires (n(2n + 1)) messages (without a broadcast network) or (2n + 1) messages (with a broadcast network). The protocol proposed by Guerraoui et al. in [GS95] exhibits the same complexity as AC-Value but it requires stronger conditions to early decide. In the case of AC-Value, decisions are sped up if at least (f + 1) propositions are for commit in the consensus phase. In the case of [GS95] , decisions are taken only if every correct process proposes commit.
Let us remark that very recently, Dutta, Guerraoui and Pochon in [DGP04] investigate the time-complexity of the NB-AC problem in a synchronous environment. They propose ad-hoc protocols that either fast abort or fast commit a transaction when no processes crash. Their algorithms are close to our AC-Value protocol, but for a synchronous model. Our algorithms are built for the asynchronous model.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we define the system model and the consensus problem. In Section 3, we present the non-blocking atomic commit problem. Section 4 introduces two consensus algorithms that can decide in one communication step: Val-Consensus and Set-Consensus In Section 5, we describe how we use one-step consensus algorithms to derive two efficient solutions to the atomic commit problem: AC-Value and AC-Set. In Section 6, we analyze the cost of our AC protocols. Section 7 compares the performance of our AC protocols with others in terms of latency and number of messages. Finally, Section 8 concludes this paper. The appendix contains the correctness proof of the AC-Set protocol.
Distributed System Model
Asynchronous System. The system model is patterned after the one described in [CT96, FLP85] . It consists of a finite set Π of n > 1 processes, namely, Π = {p 1 , . . . , p n }. A process can fail by crashing, i.e., by prematurely halting; a crashed process does not recover. A process behaves correctly (i.e., according to its specification) until it (possibly) crashes. By definition, a correct process is a process that does not crash. A f aulty process is a process that is not correct. As indicated in the introduction, f denotes the maximum number of processes that may crash. Processes communicate and synchronize by broadcasting and receiving messages through channels. Communication is reliable: there is no message corruption, duplication or loss. If a process crashes while broadcasting a message m, only a subset of processes can receive m. There are assumptions neither on the relative speed of processes nor on message transfer delays. One communication step is characterized by the emission and the corresponding reception of a set of messages.
The Consensus Problem. In the traditional consensus problem, every process p i proposes a value v i and all correct processes decide on some unique value v, in relation to the set of proposed values. More precisely, it is defined by the following properties [CT96, FLP85]:
-C-Termination: every correct process eventually decides some value; -C-Validity: if a process decides v, then v was proposed by some process; -C-Uniform-Agreement: no two processes (correct or not) decide differently 1 .
Unfortunately, the consensus problem is actually impossible to solve in a deterministic way in asynchronous distributed systems when even a single process may crash. This is known as the Fischer-Lynch-Paterson (FLP) impossibility result [FLP85] .
Unreliable Failure Detectors. To circumvent the consensus impossibility result, several approaches have been investigated. One of them is based on unreliable failure detectors proposed by Chandra and Toueg [CT96] . Failure detectors can be classified according to the properties (completeness and accuracy) they satisfy. A class of failure detectors denoted 3S is of particular interest because it has been proved to be the weakest one that allows to solve the consensus problem [CHT96] . This class is defined by the following completeness and accuracy properties: Any process that crashes is eventually suspected (strong completeness) and there is a time after which there is a correct process that is no longer suspected (eventual weak accuracy). Relying on 3S failure detectors to solve agreement problems assumes that a majority of processes within the system never fails. Note that in an asynchronous model extended with unreliable failure detectors, whenever consensus is solvable, uniform consensus is equally solvable [Gue95] .
Reliable Broadcast. A reliable broadcast [HT93] primitive ensures the atomic delivery of a message by every correct process. Informally, a reliable broadcast of message m (implemented by function R-Broadcast (m)) guarantees that m is delivered (implemented by function R-Deliver (m)) by all correct processes if the sender of m is correct or by all correct processes or none of them if the sender of m is not correct.
The Non-blocking Atomic Commit Problem
In Section 1, we have informally defined the NB-AC problem. Now, we give the formal properties specifying it: -(i) AC Termination: every correct process eventually decides; -(ii) AC Uniform Agreement: no two processes decide differently; -(iii) AC Validity: the decision is commit or abort. Besides, to avoid trivial decisions where processes decide independently of the collected votes, one states:
• AC Justification: if a process decides commit then every process has voted yes; • AC Obligation: if every process votes yes and there is no failure, the decision is commit.
Solving the NB-AC Problem in Asychronous Systems
The two-phase commit protocol (2PC) [J78] is the simplest AC protocol and the one that exhibits the best performance (three communication steps are enough to commit). The coordinator requests votes from the processes participating to the transaction. If every process votes yes, the coordinator broadcasts a commit decision. Otherwise, i.e. one process votes no or one process is suspected to be faulty, the coordinator broadcasts an abort decision. Unfortunately, in the presence of failures, 2PC is blocking (i.e. the property AC Termination is violated); this is due to the fact that it is based on a centralized coordinator. The failure of the coordinator may prevent non-failed processes, waiting for a decision from the coordinator, to decide the outcome of the transaction. In such a situation, non-failed processes are blocked and cannot release resources they previously acquired.
Consequently, it is desirable to derive non-blocking AC protocols, that are able to take decisions in the presence of failures. The three-phase commit protocols [S81, KD95] (3PC) are such protocols. However, they are not without serious drawbacks. Their first drawback is the cost (higher latency than 2PC): they need five communication steps and the broadcast of 5n messages. The second one is the complexity of the quorum (majority of processes) based recovery procedure used to terminate when the coordinator fails [R97] . Moreover, these protocols require reliable failure detectors.
Guerraoui [Gue95] studied the problem of NB-AC in the context of an asynchronous model extended with unreliable failure detectors. He showed that the NB-AC problem is more difficult to solve than the consensus. The consensus problem is solvable in an asynchronous model extended with unreliable failure detectors whereas the NB-AC problem is not. This result comes from the AC Obligation property that requires to reliably detect failures (which is impossible with unreliable failure detectors). A solution is to replace the AC Obligation condition by a weaker condition that leads to the definition of a weaker problem, called NB-WAC (Non-Blocking Weak Atomic Commit).
The Non-blocking Weak Atomic Commit Problem
The NB-WAC problem keeps the same definitions for all the properties of the NB-AC problem but the AC Obligation: if all the processes vote yes and no process is ever suspected, then the decision is commit. One interesting characteristic about the NB-WAC problem is its reductibility to the consensus problem [Gue95] . Thus, the results obtained for solving the consensus in an asynchronous model with unreliable failure detectors apply for solving the NB-WAC problem. Several protocols solving the atomic commit problem were obtained from reductions to the consensus [GS95, R97, HT97, GLS96, GL04]. In Section 6 we compare some of these protocols with the solutions suggested in this paper.
Hyperfast Consensus
Theoretical results showed that one cannot solve the classical consensus problem in less than two communication steps [CBS00, KR01] . An algorithm that achieves this bound is known as early deciding. In a recent publication [Lam04] , Lamport has pointed out the interest in studying new pertinent consensus definitions as a way for breaking the limit on message delays. In [BGMR01, Gre02] , one of the authors proposed new consensus assumptions giving rise to hyperfast consensus algorithms, that allow the learning of decided values within only one communication step. Those assumptions basically consist in enriching the initial knowledge of processes with an a priori agreement, besides the pair (n, f ). The practical interest of these protocols is demonstrated in this paper through the derivation of very efficient atomic commit protocols. We recall in this section, these new consensus families that allow one step decision when f < n/2.
Underlying Principle of Hyperfast Consensus. The idea that underlies the design of our protocols is very simple. It comes from the following observation: if all the processes initially propose the same value, then this value is necessarily the decided value, whatever the protocol and the system behavior. Hence, the suggested protocols execute a first communication step during which the processes exchange the values they propose. Afterwards, each process checks whether some of the processes have the same initial value. If it is the case, this value is decided. If it is not, an underlying consensus protocol is used.
Underlying Consensus Protocol. Our aim is to provide a consensus protocol that terminates in one communication step in good scenarios but also terminates in bad scenarios. So, we consider that the underlying asynchronous distributed system allows to solve the consensus problem. More precisely, we assume it is equipped with a black box solving the consensus problem, and we provide a protocol that decides in one communication step in good scenarios and uses the underlying consensus protocol in the other cases. A process p i locally invokes it by calling Underlying Consensus(v i ) where v i is the value it proposes.
Consensus Guided by a Privileged Value
Condition. Let α be a distinguished value in the set of values that can be proposed. Moreover, let us assume that α is initially known by each process. The a priori knowledge of such a value can help expedite the decision when f < n/2 as shown in Fig. 1 . The idea of the protocol is simple: a process is allowed to decide α in one communication step as soon as it knows that α has been proposed by at least f + 1 processes.
(2) wait until (proposed messages received from (n − f ) processes)
or ( Behavior. A process p i begins execution by calling Val Consensus(v i , α). The function ends when it carries out the return command with the decided value (lines 7 or 9). As usual, in order to prevent the blocking of a process (waiting for a value from another process that has already decided), a process that decides, uses a reliable broadcast to disseminate its decision value. So, the function Val Consensus() is made up of two tasks: T 1 and T 2. T 1 implements the core of the protocol. Line 4 and T 2 make use of the reliable broadcast functions. Task T 1 begins by a first phase, where processes broadcast and collect their proposals (lines 1-2). When a process p i learns that α has been proposed by at least (f + 1) processes, then p i can safely decide α (lines 3-4). To decide at this phase, processes do not have to call upon a failure detector service.
Processes that do not decide in one step can adopt α as their proposal value in a second phase (line 6). This is possible because, being given that (f + 1) proposals with α exist, then, any process necessarily receives at least 1 proposed message carrying out the α value. So, whenever (f + 1) process proposes the same value α, all the processes which do not decide in line 4, call upon Underlying Consensus in line 7 with the same value α. Therefore, necessarily, α is the decided value for everyone.
Consensus Guided by a Set of Participants
Condition. Let us consider the existence of a set S ⊂ Π, whose composition is known a priori by every process. In other words, there is a group of processes which are not anonymous for the computation. If all the processes belonging to S propose the same value, then it is possible to decide in one communication step when f < n/2. The protocol described in Fig. 2 uses this strategy and requires |S| > f. In practice, the set S should be chosen in order to gather the most reliable servers of the system or the fastest ones, since they will be responsible for the early deciding. Behavior. The protocol is shown in Fig. 2 . It behaves as Val Consensus() (Fig. 1) . However, only the processes belonging to S take part in the broadcast of the suggested value (line 1). Then, all the processes await for values coming from S (line 2). In order to unblock the protocol, we called upon the failure detector service. Since |S| > f, at least one value from a member of S will be received by all processes. Whenever p i certifies that a same value v was proposed by all the processes belonging to S, then it can safely decide v in a single communication step (lines 3-4). As the previous protocol, the safety properties are assured because, since there is at least (f + 1) processes in S (|S| > f), any process necessarily receives at least (1) proposed message coming from a process of S. So, these processes can adopt v as their proposition value in line 5. Therefore, when all processes of S propose the same value v, all the processes that do not decide in line 4, invoke Underlying Consensus in line 6 with the same value v. Necessarily, v is the settled value.
Fast Atomic Commit Protocols
In this section, we describe the design of a generic and modular solution to the atomic commit problem based on the hyperfast consensus algorithms presented in Section 4. We have derived two efficient AC algorithms from this generic solution: (1) atomic commit guided by a value, (2) atomic commit guided by a set of participants. The functions involved in the implementation of the atomic commit protocols are shown in Fig. 3 . The Transaction() function relies on an Atomic Commit() function that relies itself on a Hyperfast Consensus() function. Each of these modules accesses a list suspected i given by a failure detector associated to the process. Transaction's Module. This module (see Fig. 4 ) implements a transaction. It is run by every process. One of those processes, known as the leader, is in charge of coordinating the decision procedure for the transaction. The leader initiates the protocol by asking every process p i to declare its intention to validate operations on data (lines 1-2). A process p i sets its vote v i to yes (line 6) if it is locally ready to make the updates permanent; it sets its vote to no if it is not locally ready (line 7) or if it suspects the leader (line 8). Then, every process p i returns the result of the call to Atomic Commit(votei) (line 9).
This function implements a NB-AC protocol and ensures a unique result for the transaction.
Atomic Commit's Module. The Atomic Commit() protocol uses the consensus service as a black box. It is made of two phases. During the first phase, every process broadcasts its vote and collects the votes from the other processes (votes yes or no). Depending on the collected votes, every process starts a second phase by running a hyperfast consensus algorithm to early decide. They broadcast a commit or abort proposition for the transaction. The algorithm can terminate immediately after this second phase if some "good conditions" are met. These conditions are specific to each consensus protocol and depend on the collected votes. Processes that have not been able to terminate start a third phase and run an underlying consensus to decide a uniform result.
Procedure Transaction
(1) if (pi = leader) then (2)
send Request Vote<> to all pj : pj ∈ Π; endif (3) wait until (Request Vote<> received from leader or leader ∈ suspectedi); (4) if (Request Vote<> received from leader) then (5) if (able to make updates permanent) (6) then votei ← yes; (7) else votei ← no; endif (8) else votei ← no; endif (9) return Atomic Commit(votei);
Fig. 4. Transaction's Module
By using the principle given above and the early decision ability of the consensus algorithms, we have derived two solutions to the NB-WAC problem. The first reduction to Val Consensus(), called AC-Value(), is shown in Fig. 5 . The privileged value α being selected to commit, it decides as soon as a sufficient number of processes choose commit. A second reduction to Set Consensus(), called AC-Set(), is shown in Fig. 6 . A subset S of processes is selected in advance; the decisions are taken as soon as all the processes from S propose the same value for the outcome of the transaction.
Behavior. During the first phase, every process broadcasts its vote to others. If a process p i cannot locally commit to make the updates permanent (vote i = no), it reliably broadcasts its decision and immediately decides to abort the transaction (line 2) in a unilateral way. This decision is legitimate because abort is the only acceptable decision with respect to the properties of the problem. A reliable broadcast is necessary to ensure the agreement and the termination of the computation (Line 2 and the concurrent task T 2 make use of the reliable broadcast functions). A process that is ready to validate the transaction (vote i = yes), after a first phase of vote exchanges, starts a second phase with one of the consensus algorithms presented in Section 4. These algorithms early terminate in the first phase (that corresponds to the second phase for the atomic commit protocol).
Atomic Commit Guided by a Value
The function AC-Value (Fig. 5) has an intuitive behavior. During the first phase, every process broadcasts its vote and collects the votes from the others (lines 1 and 3). During the second phase, every process starts Val Consensus(v, α) and proposes a value v that depends on the collected votes. If a process was able to collect positive votes from all the others, it proposes v =commit (lines 4-5), otherwise it proposes v =abort (line 6) as the first parameter to the consensus.
In most of the runs, processes are able to validate the transaction and succeed in gathering the positive votes from the others. So, in such runs, commit is the value proposed by every process. We can take benefit from this observation to ensure early termination and thus consider commit as the privileged value α for the consensus. So, if a sufficient number of processes (f + 1) vote commit, it is possible to decide at the first phase of Val Consensus() (lines 1-4, Fig. 1 ). The processes that do not decide, start in a third phase, the Underlying Consensus algorithm in order to obtain a uniform result for the transaction.
Atomic Commit Guided by a Set of Participants
A participant that is ready to locally commit (vote i = yes) initiates the protocol only with the members of set S. So, during the first phase, every participant sends its vote to the members of S (line 1); members of S wait for the votes from the non-suspected (line 3). During the second phase, depending on the collected votes, processes belonging to S start the consensus with commit or abort (lines 5-7). The other processes (Π − S) do not participate to the initial proposal for Set Consensus(v i ) (line 1, Fig. 2) . So, they call the function with a non significant value (v =⊥) (line 8). If every process from S proposes the same value (commit or abort), then it is possible to decide during the first phase of Set Consensus() (lines 1-5, Fig. 2) . In Section 6, we show that the selective broadcast of votes to the members of S leads to good performances for our protocol. The processes that do not decide, start, in a third phase, the Underlying Consensus algorithm.
Cost of Atomic Commit Protocols
We present the cost of our protocols in a favorable scenario: there is neither failures, nor erroneous suspicions and all processes validate the transaction (vote yes). It is the most frequent case in practice. As we explained previously (Section 3), in the presence of crashes, our solutions enjoy the same advantages associated with the use of the consensus as a termination protocol. We measure the number of communication steps and the number of necessary sent messages to decide. We are interested in the exchange of messages in two different environments: i) point to point network and ii) broadcast network. In our model, a message broadcasted to all in environment (i) has cost n 2 . In environment (ii) it has cost 1. Fig. 7 illustrates the phases and the number of communication steps achieved by the atomic commit protocols 3 . Both of them decide in three communication steps. The first step is necessary to start the transaction (execution of the transaction service). Then, every module Atomic Commit() finishes in two communication steps: one step to distribute the votes (yes or no) and another step to distribute the propositions (commit or abort). The computation ends in the following conditions: (i) protocol AC-Value() requires that (f +1) propositions are equal to commit; (ii) protocol AC-Set() requires that all processes in S adopt the same proposition (they have identical values, either for commit, or for abort). These conditions are perfectly achieved when the favorable scenario described in the previous paragraph occurs.
Protocol AC-Value (Fig. 7 (a) ), exhibits a number of point to point messages equal to n(2n+1) (or 2n+ 1 in a broadcast environment). This result is obtained by the sum of the following values:
Step 1 (1 to n) p1 p2 p3 p4 p5
Step 2 (n to n) Broadcast Vote
Phase 1 Commit
Step 3 (n to n)
Phase 2
Ask for Vote Broadcast Vote
Step 2 (n to S)
Step 3 (S to n)
Phase 1 Phase 2 Commit first step: n point to point messages (or 1 broadcast message), that represents the demand of votes by the transaction leader to all; -second step: n 2 point to point messages (or n broadcast messages), that represents the exchange of votes between everybody; -third step: n 2 point to point messages (or n broadcast messages), that represents the first phase of the consensus in which all the processes exchange their propositions.
Recall that the cardinality of S is > f, therefore for the sake of efficiency, one can consider |S| = f + 1. Thus, protocol AC-Set (Fig. 7 (b) ) exhibits a number of point to point messages equal to 2nf + 3n (or n + f + 2 in a broadcast environment). This number is the sum of the following values: -first step: n point to point messages (or 1 broadcast message), that represents the demand of votes by the transaction leader to all; -second step: n(f + 1) point to point messages (or n broadcast messages), that represents the sending of votes from everybody to processes belonging to S; -third step: n(f + 1) point to point messages (or f + 1 broadcast messages), that represents the first phase of the consensus in which processes in S send their propositions to everybody.
Related Work and Comparison
Several works considering the use of the consensus service as a terminating protocol to deal with crashes and solve this problem have been suggested elsewhere [GS95, R97, HT97, GLS96, GL04]. In the following, we compare the AC-Value and AC-Set protocols with some of these works. Table 1 summaries the complexities exhibited by the classical 2PC, 3PC and by consensus-based protocols that decide in three communication steps. We consider the same favorable scenario and the same communication environment as the one described in Section 6. [GS95] presents the same performance results as AC-Value. In favorable conditions, they early decide in three communication steps and they require the sending of n(2n + 1) point to point messages. To the best of our knowledge, the work of Guerraoui et al. [GLS96] is the failure-detector-based protocol which presents the best performance in a good scenario. It finishes in three communication steps and requires the sending of 4nf +3n point to point messages (or n+2f +2 broadcast messages). Our protocol AC-Set outperforms [GLS96] results. It has the same latency but requires the diffusion of 2nf + 3n point to point messages (or n + f + 2 broadcast messages). So, in relation with [GLS96] , it saves 2nf point to point messages 4 .
Recently, Gray and Lamport have published Paxos-based commit protocols [GL04, Lam98, Lam01] exhibiting good performance results. One algorithm, called Paxos Commit requires one more message delay than 2PC, so it decides in four communication steps. On the other hand, it requires to send less messages than AC-Set: only nf + 3n + f messages are necessary to commit. Another algorithm, called Faster Paxos Commit [GL04] , is an optimized version to reduce message latency. It exhibits the same message complexity as AC-Set.
Similarities and Differences. The recent commit protocols proposed by Gray and Lamport [GL04] are based on a Paxos consensus [Lam98, Lam01] . The Paxos consensus assumes some method of choosing a leader. So, differently from fail-ure detectors consensus, liveness properties are satisfied if the leader-selection algorithm ensures that a unique non faulty leader is chosen whenever a set of enough processes are non faulty during a sufficient period. AC-Set is based on a one-step consensus algorithm which ensures termination if a sufficient number of processes propose the same value for the agreement. In both solutions, progress is assured if at least f + 1 coordinating processes are active. So, even if these protocols are based on different consensus approaches, they need the same conditions to converge.
In spite of the similarities of protocols [GS95] and AC-Value, we can verify that the first one requires strong conditions to early decide. In the case of AC-Value, decisions are speed up if at least (f + 1) propositions are for commit. In the case of [GS95] , decisions are taken only if every correct process proposes commit. Protocols [GLS96] and AC-Set adopt the same strategy: the early termination is guided by a special set of participants. In [GLS96] , a set of processes, named Set NB is chosen a priori and is responsible for leading the protocol to an early decision. Set NB plays the same role as the set S in protocol AC-Set. Protocols can be distinguished in the way the set is used and in the way the decision is accomplished. In both solutions, the messages from the first phase (exchange of votes yes or no) are only broadcasted to the processes belonging to the set (S or Set NB ). Afterwards, in a second phase, only processes in the set broadcast the propositions to validate the transaction (commit or abort). At this point, in both solutions, the processes can decide if they gather the good conditions for this. If they do not early decide, they start a third phase, calling upon a consensus service. In the case of AC-Set, every process can participate in the consensus. In protocol [GLS96] , only the processes belonging to Set NB will participate. Thus, to ensure liveness, |Set NB | ≥ 2f +1. This distinction carries the secret of the best performance results of protocol AC-Set, which requires S ≥ f + 1. Interestingly, this lower bound coincides with the lower number of coordinators necessary to make Faster Paxos Commit progress. It uses multiple coordinators and make progress if a majority of them are alive. So, 2f + 1 coordinators are required and they can make progress even if f of them are faulty.
Protocol [GLS96] early decides only if processes belonging to Set NB vote for commit. AC-Set allows an early decision in a more general situation: if processes in S vote equally, either for commit or for abort. Let us observe that this is very desirable in presence of erroneous suspicions or process faults after the first phase (after the exchange of votes). That means, all processes are for validating (vote yes) at the time of the first phase, but thereafter, due to suspicions or faults, they propose abort to the consensus. Even in the presence of such a scenario our solution anticipates the decision.
Highly Modular Derivations. The design strategy used to derive our AC protocols is highly modular. The consensus is a completely independent service that should be regulated by specific parameters, in order to guarantee hyperfast decisions in favorable conditions. Additionally, if the early decision phase does not succeed, any other underlying consensus can be used to continue the computation. This modular structure is not observed in most AC protocols because, generally, modularity competes with efficiency. This is the case for [GLS96] and Faster Paxos Commit. Their design integrate the consensus and the atomic commit in an unique block in which protocols are inseparable. Moreover, the framework obtained from the proposed resolution of the atomic commit is generic enough to be used in the solution of other agreement problems (such as, atomic broadcast [CT96] , group membership [GHRT01], etc.). That is currently being investigated by the authors.
General Evaluation. In general, consensus-based protocols exhibit point to point message complexities of kn 2 + G(n) and broadcast messages of k n. The best know protocols ([GLS96], AC-Set, Paxos Commit and Faster Paxos Commit have results that are dependent on the number f of tolerated faults. In the case f < n/2, it is interesting to note that AC-Set requires n 2 + G(n) point to point messages and 3/2n broadcast messages, whereas the others, except Paxos Commit, require 2n 2 + G(n) and 2n. Besides, in the presence of a low resiliency rate, AC-Set is as efficient as 2PC (in a failure free scenario) or 3PC, in presence of one fault.
Conclusion
The problem of atomic commit is essential in the implementation of distributed transactions, since it is in charge of guaranteeing the data consistency in spite of the occurrence of faults. In this work, we presented original atomic commit protocols based on new fast deciding consensus algorithms. One of the obtained protocols is more efficient than any other failure detector-based protocol proposed so far [GLS96] .
In the absence of faults, it exhibits the same behavior as 2PC and in the presence of 1 fault, it exhibits the same message complexity as 3PC. We succeeded in defining both efficient and modular protocols. Modularity is obtained thanks to the organization of the consensus as a completely independent block of the atomic commit that uses its service. Moreover, we think that the framework designed for our solutions is generic enough to be adapted to other specializations in order to solve other agreement problems in which the proposed values are similar.
Theorem 4. AC Uniform Agreement: No two participants decide differently.
Proof.
-In the Atomic Commit function, a process decides abort in task T 2 (line 9) only and only if another process p j voted no in task T 1. In consequence, p j has decided for abort in the task T 1 (line 2). -If some process decided abort in line 2, from lines 5-7, those processes that continue the execution invoke the Set Consensus proposing abort (if they are in S) (line 7) or ⊥ (those not belonging to S). Once only propositions from processes in S are considered in the execution of Set Consensus (lines 1, 2 and 6), the processes that decide in the consensus unit, will decide for abort. -If no process decides in line 2, all the correct processes continue the execution and invoke Set Consensus. From the C Uniform Agreement property of consensus, two processes do not decide differently. So, the Theorem follows.
T heorem 4
Theorem 5. AC Termination: all of the correct processes decide in a definitive way.
Proof. The only instructions that could block a correct process to keep the protocol's execution are:
-Lines 3 (from the transaction unit Transaction) and 3 (from the Atomic Commit function). However, from the strong completeness property of the failure detector 3S, every faulty process will be eventually suspected. Moreover, every process begins the Atomic Commit function by broadcasting its vote(line 1).
Since channels are reliable, every vote from a correct process will eventually be received. Thus, the correct processes do not block in the execution of these instructions. -Calling the Set Consensus (line 6-8) service. From property C Termination of consensus, every correct process definitely decides. Thus the Theorem follows. 2 T heorem 5
